


LIMITED WARRANTY

This warranty covers any defects or malfunction of your new Translock™ 

device and family of products. The limited warranty is good for one year 

from the date of your purchase and terminates if you sell or otherwise 

transfer the product(s).

Transfer Solutions, LLC will replace any device that fails and is returned to 

the manufacturer for inspection. If the product is deemed to be a failure 

and not caused by misuse, customers will receive a replacement device at 

no charge plus shipping and handling.

To be eligible for this warranty return your device with a copy of your proof 

of purchase and written description of the problem to:

Transfer Solutions, LLC

311 East Main St.

Suite 417

Galesburg, IL 61401

This warranty does not cover product uses of other than intended in 

product instructions.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other 

rights which may vary form state to state.

INSTRUCTIONS

A family of products 

manufactured by:

www.thetranslock.com

Patent Pending

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

The Translock™ is a durable, lightweight, and easy-to-use 

latching device offering cross functionality for wheelchair user 

transfers.  The Translock™ can either be attached to a manual 

wheelchair or to the POST as shown in the instructions. 

The Translock™ can be operated from the wheelchair by simply 

docking the Translock to one of the companion attachments. With 

the locking device closed this will prevent the wheelchair from 

tipping or moving out from under the chair user during transfer.

After returning to the wheelchair release the Translock simply by 

pushing on the wing tabs to open the locking mechanism. Once 

latched open the Translock™ my be closed by pressing the 

release button opposite of the wing tabs. The Translock can then 

be returned to a stowed position by rotating the Translock back 

against the wheelchair frame. 

If used on the POST configuration just pull the wheelchair up to 

the Translock™ and make sure its securely locks and attaches to 

the wheelchair.

Always make sure you lock the wheelchair brakes before 

transferring.
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